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1) Use the Correct Equipment (drums, heads, cymbals, percussion, sticks, rods, brushes)
2) Use the Equipment Correctly (tuning, technique, set-up)
3) Know the Style, Play the Style (for example Samba vs. “latin”; shuffle vs. “jazz”)
4) Listen (to form, style, feel, timbre; to other players and parts in the band – esp. bass; to recordings)
5) Play melodically (phrasing; create and practice short melodies on the drums; rests are music, too)
6) Sing what you’re playing; play what you’re singing (internalize the music and the feel)
7) Look, listen, and communicate (play the music, not the drum part – and stop staring at it)
8) Play the drums (don’t play the trumpet or sax part, play one that makes their parts sound better)
9) Make the band play better (don’t compete, especially for space or volume; cued notes are not played
notes)
10) Transcribe others; record yourself
11) Play with other musicians often (small group, duo; play with music - not books and metronomes)
12) Play with good feel (concentrate on it; dynamically balanced); play with good time (don’t fixate on
it; dynamically consistent)
13) Fills and Solos (play those that are consistent with the feel and tempo; don’t play on top of others)
14) Take the concept of the soloist, arranger, and composer (not your own)
15) Play inside the volume of the band (not louder)
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